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Quite significant experience has been gained in
Russia and abroad in the development and verification
of thermal–hydraulic computation codes used for
simulating flows of water coolant in the loops of reac�
tor installations, such as RATEG [1], KORSAR [2],
RELAP [3], and CATHARE [4]. In addition, devel�
opment of new�generation computation codes is seen
as an undoubted tendency [5]. The notion “a new�
generation computation code” includes not only tran�
sition to 3D simulation (RANS, LES, and DNS), but
also development of 1D codes for carrying out fast
assessment calculations with numerical algorithms,
verification basis, and physical models based on the
modern level of knowledge.

The aim of this work is to carry out a comparative
analysis of correlations for calculation of friction pres�
sure drop that are used for determining the parameters
characterizing the flow of water coolant in thermal
power installations and to work out recommendations
on applying the closing correlations describing friction
pressure drop in two�phase flows intended for use in
simulating the flow of water coolant in the loops of
nuclear power plants (NPPs) equipped with VVER�
type reactor installations.

CORRELATIONS FOR MECHANICAL 
INTERACTION BETWEEN THE PHASES 

AND CHANNEL WALL

The dynamics of two�phase flows in the loops of
reactor installations is described in so�called best�esti�
mate computation codes using the suitable models.
The correctness of a model is mainly determined by its
ability to take into account the specific features relat�
ing to mechanical interaction of the phases with the
channel walls in a particular flow regime of a two�
phase mixture with the use of correlations serving as
closing relations for the system of phase conservation
equations. The suitable correlations are selected using
the maps of two�phase flow regimes.

This section gives a brief description of the closing
relations for calculating friction pressure drop that are
used in the majority of thermal–hydraulic codes and
in the scientific literature. In addition, a new correla�
tion developed by the authors of this paper is pre�
sented. In all, four correlations are given.

—The empirical correlations of Lockhart–Marti�
nelli were initially developed by Martinelli et al. [6, 7]
in 1944–1949 for calculating horizontal annular flows,
which were afterwards modified [8] and extended for
all flow regimes. At present, they are used with modi�
fications in the majority of thermal�hydraulic codes,
including RATEG [1], KORSAR [2], RELAP [3],
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